


















Poverty as the Political Concept : 
“Politics of Poverty”and Antipoverty Policy
Takanao NISHIMURA
（Dept. of Social Work, Faculty of Human and Social Studies, 
Nagasaki International University）
Abstract
Poverty is a“political”concept.　It suggest that the framework of the understanding poverty 
which support a set of antipoverty policies is always／already selected in the collective decision-
making process.　The framework of antipoverty policy can change along with the people’s efforts 
to challenge the poverty.
In this article, I represent the process of people’s efforts to challenge the poverty as“politics 
of poverty”, and survey the recent trend of it.　And then，show the dominant views of poverty in 
the recent years, and refer to the indications of a new phase of politics of poverty since the change 
of government in ２００９.
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枠 組 み を 示 す た め の キ ー ワ ー ド と し て
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